ADOBE SOFTWARE
Why you need ?
 PDF format - Conversion of all digital files and scanned images to PDF or PDF/A
format for Archiving purpose.
 High security levels with user name and password can be given to ensured safety
while issuing documents, drawings, 3 D models, Part Drawings etc. to vendors.
 2D & 3D image support - 70 to 80 % of the time organizations needs in any
department is only viewing. Adobe helps to view both 2D and 3D images across the
departments without the base software in PDF format which is safe and secured.
Adobe also helps to add comments on 3D images, rotate, change colour, add text,
add lighting effects etc. This helps to save huge rendering time otherwise spent.
 Low file size – All images 2D/3D converted to Adobe PDF format reduces file size,
this helps easy opening, easy transfer via network and WEB, easy to store etc.
 Uniformity in the file format used across the departments in your organization. Also
helps easy interactions
 Portfolio Enable technical users to create rich, more secure Adobe PDF Portfolios
that can contain 2D drawings, 3D models, layers, dimensions, metadata, Microsoft
Office documents, XL sheets for values and costing, PPT and much more. Helps
leverage customized PDF Portfolios to communicate more clearly and effectively.
 Multimedia Presentations used by various departments.
 E-Learning content creator for various departments.
 Interactive electronic forms for all correspondence between management,
employees, department heads, accounts, Shop floor, marketing etc.
 2D to 3D Conversion - Convert 2D or gradient maps into 3D objects, and convert
layers into volumes. Wrap a flat design onto a 3D object by merging the 2D layer
directly onto your 3D layer. Merge two different 3D layers into a single scene. You
can even use video layers as textures, to turn any 3D object into a video display
zone.
 Communication Dramatically improve collaboration by converting virtually any
CAD file into a rich, interactive Adobe PDF document to empower customers,
suppliers, and co-workers to easily review, mark up, and interrogate designs,
helping to reduce the need to ask designs or vendors to visit for clarifications.

